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ABOUT US:-
DEZINE QUEST is a team of professionals from the best colleges,

such as NIFT Delhi , NID , IIT, IIM and Defence, working towards a

single mission together. In DEZINE QUEST, we provide a precise,

well- researched and effective teaching methodology to achieve 

top ranks effortlessly.



What We Are
With alumni NIFTians and NIDians as mentors ,
Dezine Quest is committed to creating a sustainable
environment that promises a 360-degree proposition
of theoretical knowledge applied in real life.

The academic programme at DQ is designed to
facilitate a multi-disciplinary study pattern that
assimilates aesthetics and industrial dynamics
through different courses.

The team believes in imparting accurate practical
knowledge to every individual with unique creative
abilities to approach the same problems from
divergent perspectives.

We create a mindset, based completely off of finding
solutions with limited resources.
Enabling exposure to the Traditional Designers &
Cra ftsmen from across the country, the keen
learners get a professional viewpoint of effective
marketing and branding strategies.

We thus invite you, to become a part of the winning
team.
Unite with Dezine Quest, to explore, discover and
implement your endless capabilities in bringing
about the change.



CURRICULUM
The curriculum of Dezine Quest is adorned with

•Interactive live classes
•Multiple revisions
•Doubt clearing sessions
•Outdoor work shops
•Access to our education app 24/7

so as to help students focus on what they lack in.
We plan our curriculum by keeping the 'fun' in designing alive.

Understanding that each student has a different imagination
and design aesthetic, we converge their potential to its best
outcome.

With proper support, assistance and motivation in every aspect,
we let the young learners experiment and charter their own
suitable paths.

Customizing every experience , project and activity, we personalize
the learning journey and development of our potential designers.
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WE OFFER
NIFT | NID | UCEED | B-ARCH

ONLINE COURSE TARGET COURSE

CRASH COURSE STUDIO TEST

SITUATION TEST GDPI



CAMPUS
It is a space to enlighten mind,break stereotypes,

place to create yet make mistakes.

Wi-Fi enabled classroom Interactive group study space.



To emerge as a center of excellence proactively
catalyzing growth of small business in different fields

by leadership in professional training with concern
for socail, environmental and human values.
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95%  STUDENTS
SELECTED IN NIFT  2023
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#DQSTAR
2022-2018-2014

TrishyaRANK

NIFT, Rank

ShaloniRANK

NIFT, Rank

DHRUVRANK

NID, Rank



TRISHYA
RANK-01

SHRUTI
RANK-67

RANI
RANK-21

ANUSHKA
RANK-09

PRIYANSHU
RANK-05

ANKITA
RANK-34

KHUSI
RANK-14

PRATIKSHYA
RANK-04

SHRISTY
RANK-12

SAKSHI
RANK-16

STUDENTS IN TOP 100

AAYASHI
RANK-38



STUDENT SELECTED IN NIFT 2023



STUDENT SELECTED IN NIFT 2023



STUDENT SELECTED IN NIFT 2023
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DEVELOPMENT



CONTACT US:-
PATNA | LUCKNOW | RANCHI | KOLKATA

INFO@DEZINEQUEST.COM

WWW.DEZINEQUEST.COM

+91 7070708866, 9852888214
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